
Tone Journal Help 

1. Choosing Quotes for your Tone Journal 

When you choose quotes for tone- they should be chosen because they have a significant 

meaning. They should point to a theme of the text- or, larger message.  

*You should not choose quotes that show the plot of the story* 

 

For instance, ask yourself this: “What quotes from the reading show deeper issues in the 

novel?” 

Thematic Topics:  

      - How does Death feel about humans? (The positives and negatives of humanity?) 

      -Family relationships?  

       (What does the author show us about family? What conflicts are there?) 

      -Social issues going on in Germany in 1939? (Fear, Racism, Anti-Semitism) 

      -The power of words/reading/books  

       (The title is The Book Thief – what quotes about these topics convey a deeper  

        meaning?) 

     -The use of colors (What do they symbolize? What colors are emphasized? Why?)  

     -Tolerance vs. Intolerance  

       (What larger messages about acceptance or the absence of it are in the text? 

     -Abandonment and Anger  

     -Life vs. Death 

 

2. DID Element: 

It’s Diction: If the quote has STRONG word choice, and there are individual words that show 

your tone.  You can underline the words in your quote.  

It’s Imagery: If the quote has language that appeals to any/all of your senses (see, touch, 

taste, hear, and smell). 

It’s Detail: If the quote is an important tidbit that the author includes in the story (it won’t 

necessarily appeal to your senses…it’ll just seem interesting or important on a larger level.  

 

Tone Word:  Use your list of tone words to help you find an appropriate one.  The tone word 

should be how you think the author feels towards a topic. (Like the list of thematic topics 

given above). Example: Zusak is awestruck by humanity (quote about how Liesel’s mother 

was able to give her up into foster care)  

 

3. Questions to help with Analysis:  

Why does the author use this quote to show a tone about the topic? Why does he want to 

convey a certain feeling towards that topic? 


